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Suit Contracts
The correct play of suit contracts is a skill
which the top players acquire only after
many patient hours of study and play.
When the opposition are lurking with their
small trump cards ready to pounce and ruff
your winners, you must exert great
vigilience. There are countless factors to
take into consideration when planning the
play and difficult decisions arise on almost
every trick: should you clear the trump suit
early? can you establish a side suit? is it
safe to cross-ruff? In this ground-breaking
book, renowned bridge author Brian Senior
helps you to answer these questions and to
comprehend the reasoning as to why
certain decisions are taken. Each
independent principle is thoroughly
examined and the reader is then invited to
test their own understanding of the concept
by answering a number of puzzles, typical
of those that arise in practical play. *
Written by a leading bridge author and
journalist * User-friendly layout enables
the reader to quickly absorb the key ideas *
An ideal bridge book for players looking to
improve their card handling
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4: Opening leads against suit contracts Planning the play to suit contracts. First, stop and have a short think about how
you are going to play it. You will need to decide whether to draw trumps when you Opening Leads In Suit Contracts ,
from Guide To Better Bridge THIRD-HAND PLAY AGAINST SUIT CONTRACTS. When Partner Leads an Honor.
If there is an honor in dummy that is possibly finessable by means of the card Opening Leads Suit Contracts
Penticton - Pianola Best Planning in Suit Contracts Vu-Bridge PlayBook Bird/Bourke at The Bridge Shop - Improve
your suit contract declarer play with this set of 36 hands to play Suit Contract Play Counting Losers LEADS
AGAINST SUIT CONTRACTS. Leading on Your Own. When leading a suit that partner has not bid: -- Lead second
best from a sequence headed by an Later Leads Against Suit Contracts - La Jolla Bridge The first player to name the
suit of the final contract or the first to bid notrump, if that is the case becomes the declarer. The person to the left of the
declarer Leading against suit contracts - ClaireBridge (4) Is trying to direct your lead to a particular suit, a suit you
might not otherwise have led. These lead directing doubles particularly apply vs. slam contracts Buy Planning in Suit
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Contracts Vu-Bridge PlayBook Bird/Bourke SUIT CONTRACTS. If you are leading anything other than trumps
against a suit contract, the following guidelines will prove helpful: 1. Lead the top card from any 03 - Defending
against Suit Contracts SlGNALLING ON PARTNERS OPENING LEAD OF AN HONOUR (v. suit contracts). Often
you are on lead against a contract (trump suit) and have a twocard Leading Against Notrump Contracts - Audrey
Grants Better Bridge The important tricks when defending against suit contracts are each suit (other than the trump
suit) before the Declarer or the Dummy can usually trump the Winning Suit Contract Leads: David Bird, Taf
Anthias - WHAT is a good lead against a no trump contract may be a very poor lead against a suit contract. For
example, you hold: If your right-hand opponent opens 1NT. 3 - Defending Against Suit Contracts The single most
important trick of a bridge hand is the first trick. More points are won or lost on the first trick than any other. Thus
gaining this 12. Declarer play at suit contracts . As with opening leads against suit contracts (see last issue), there are
two steps in choosing the lead against a notrump contract:. LESSON 9: Opening Leads - The Bridge World 5:
Defending against suit contracts. Bridge experts generally agree that defense is the hardest part of the game. In defense,
you have to use clues from the Leading against suit contracts by Sandra Landy - BridgeWebs Defending against
Suit Contracts Master-class. Ron McEwan. Page 1 of 6. 10th October, 2013. Material for this class is based on Chapter 6
of 5: Defending against suit contracts The bidding, and your hand Suit Contract Play Counting Losers. Great play
of the hand starts with planning your play at trick one. For suit contracts counting losers will help you decide
DEFENCE VERSUS TRUMP SUIT CONTRACTS - Island Bridge Club Opening Leads In Suit Contracts , from
How to play better bridge (9/3/2014) standard opening leads (which card) - BridgeWebs Basically, once you have
decided to lead a suit, the card will be the same card against no- trump contracts and trump suit contracts - with three
exceptions:. none The important tricks when defending against suit contracts are, however, specifically, If Defenders
hold the Ace, King or Queen in the Trump suit, they usually. Leading Against Suit Contracts - Audrey Grants Better
Bridge Leads against suit contracts by Sandra Landy. English Bridge June, 2008. Not everybody realises that we do not
always lead the same card to a trump contract Planning the play to suit contracts - BridgeWebs different from those
in NT contracts (discussed in a previous Tip). Against a suit contract its usually the first two rounds of a suit that are
important, and. These terms are used in contract bridge, using duplicate or rubber scoring. Some of them are . Broadly,
balanced distribution permits no void, singleton, or 7-card suit. Balanced hand: A hand with balanced distribution in the
narrow or wide Signalling on Partners Opening Lead Leading against suit contracts by Sandra Landy. English Bridge
December, 2007. What is a good lead against a no trump contract may be a very poor lead Leads against suit contracts
by Sandra Landy - BridgeWebs 12. Declarer play at suit contracts. Four questions to ask yourself, and answer, in
planning play at a trump contract 1. How many losers can I afford to give up? 12. Defensive Play - For Bridge Players
Rational. . Contracts. 3.No. Trump. Contracts. 3. The Importance of Opening Leads. 1. You are on defense 2/3 of the
game. (not including being the dummy). Defending against Suit Contracts Master-class Ron McEwan Page 1 4:
Opening leads against suit contracts. Some questions to consider that will help you choose a suit to lead: Did partner bid
a suit? If so, that is often the best Eddie Kantars bridge tips - leading If the contract is notrump, it is a good strategy to
lead your longest suit with at Avoid leading a four-card suit that contains the ace or king you are likely to opening
leads (2): suit contracts - BridgeWebs Glossary of contract bridge terms - Wikipedia Winning Suit Contract Leads
[David Bird, Taf Anthias] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Winning Notrump Leads was a ground-breaking
Leads Against Suit Contracts - La Jolla Bridge against a suit contract. Choosing the Suit. The key to choosing the
best suit to lead is to listen to the auction. The standard guidelines are: 1. Lead partners suit.
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